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Supreme Court strikes down individual mandate portion of health care law.
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Editor's note: We're live b logging from the Supreme Court today as the nation
waits to see how the justices will rule on the health care law. You can follow along
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b elow as CNN Supreme Court Producer Bill Mears and Senior Legal Analyst
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Jeffrey Toob in get the latest details live from the court as well as analysis when
the opinion is delivered. Watch live coverage and analysis on CNN TV, CNN’s
mob ile apps and http://cnn.com/live.
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[Updated at 10:16 a.m. ET] Kate Bolduan reports that the Chief Justice John
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Roberts issued a long opinion in which he said the controversial individual
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mandate may be upheld and is within Congress’ power under the taxing clause
rather than the commerce clause.

RT @AbigailBassett: Days like this, is what journalists
live for. Let's do this. #SCOTUS #healthcare

[Updated at 10:15 a.m. ET] The Supreme Court has upheld the entire health
care law by a vote of 5 to 4, Supreme Court Producer Bill Mears said. That
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includes the medicare provision
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[Updated at 10:06 a.m. ET] In a landmark decision that will impact the nation for
decades, the Supreme Court on Thursday upheld a key provision of President

Sitting on pins and needles for #SCOTUS healthcare
ruling... Follow updates in real time here on #CNN's live
blog: cnnm on.ie/L42PMg

Barack Obama's health care law, ruling that requiring people to have health
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insurance violates the Constitution.
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Chief Justice John Roberts had noted that however that the mandate would have
been struck down based on the commerce clause , saying it would "open a new
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and vast domain" for Congressional power.

How w ill Suprem e Court rule on health care law ?

[Updated at 10:00 a.m. ET] A federal law making it a crime to falsely claim
military medals earned was struck down Thursday by the Supreme Court. The 6-

Jew s, Muslim s slam Germ an circum cision ruling as

3 ruling was a free speech victory but perhaps in name only - for a onetime

assault on religion

California public official who publicly lied about winning the prestigious Medal of
Honor.
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Opinion 1 is out. Court rules in favor of man who lied about
receiving the medal of honor. Court says lies protected by 1st
amendment.
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At issue is the constitutional value of false statements of fact, and whether
Congress went too far when passing the Stolen Valor Act in 2006.

Fast and Furious investigation started w ith agent's death

The Supreme Court ruling effectively has thrown out the Stolen Valor act, a
federal law that would make it a crime to lie about receiving certain military
honors.
Some justices expressed concerns during February arguments that the act
could "chill" other types of speech, while others said they felt the law was
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narrowly tailored and preserved the integrity of military honors.
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[Updated at 9:58 a.m. ET] CNN’s Brian Todd described a lively atmosphere

Lew is Okun on Suprem e Court upholds entire health care

outside the Supreme Court as critics and advocates of government health care –

law

including Tea Party Patriots and the group, Protect Our Care – attempt to “outdo
Tim S. on Suprem e Court upholds entire health care law

each other with chants.”
Some of the more colorful characters include belly dancers and a man dressed

Ted Remington on Suprem e Court upholds entire health
care law

as a American Revolution-era patriot.
Jack from Tennessee on Suprem e Court upholds entire

The friction over the healthcare issue is on display as the crowd of hundreds

health care law

makes their sentiments known, Todd said.
[Updated at 9:55 a.m. ET] The five minute warning has gone off in the courtroom
and the press room. That's a signal that the public session will begin in five
minutes. Soon after that we'll get our first ruling.
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WHAT'S GOING TO HAPPEN: At 10 am, first will likely be
two other rulings. Then healthcare verdict. Then
@JeffreyToobin says something smart.
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[Updated at 9:54 a.m. ET] In addition to this live blog we'll be having full coverage
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on air, on CNN.com and on our mobile apps. As soon as the ruling comes down
our experts will be breaking down what this means on air and in opinion pieces.
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And we'll likely also hear from many groups weighing in on the issue.
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[Updated at 9:47 a.m. ET] CNN Supreme Court Producer Bill Mears notes it has
gotten eerily quiet inside the Supreme Court press room. Many, if not most, of the
reporters have gone into the actual courtroom to hear the decision.
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There are a lot more reporters than normal at the court today, Mears notes, given
the likely historic nature of this decision.
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[Updated at 9:46 a.m. ET] Nobody will get a heads up on the decision, as is
always the case. President Obama, his administration and Congress will all
likely be watching TV just like everyone else to get the final word from the
Supreme Court.
[Updated at 9:40 a.m. ET] We don't yet precisely when President Obama may
react to the court decision. It could be a while after the decision because it could
take a while for officials to review the decision if it's convoluted.
[Updated at 9:35 a.m. ET] Most of the reporters who want to hear the opinion
being read from the bench have left to go into the courtroom. The general public
is also being seated at this time.
Before court begins the public and reporters will be given orders for how
everyone should handle themselves when the rulings come down. CNN
Supreme Court Producer Bill Mears said it is often solemn and many people are
paying intense attention to the justices.
Mears notes that there are lots of security measures in place to make sure no
electronics are in the building and to try and look for any signs the general public
may want to get in the court. Neither of those are allowed.
[Updated at 9:35 a.m. ET] The court will also post the written opinions on their
website within five minutes of when they announce it from the bench.
[Updated at 9:31 a.m. ET] At this point, the opinions have been printed out, likely
last night by the government printing office. They were brought over, likely this
morning, to the clerk's office and kept under lock and key.
At some point copies will be transported to the public information office, where
they will remain until about 10 a.m. ET.
At this point the clerks and justices know ruling. The rest of us are just waiting.
CNN Supreme Court Producer Bill Mears notes that early votes were probably
taken after oral arguments, but justices can change their mind, and nothing is
set in stone until the full opinions are done and eventually read out.
Many people are worried that there will be a majority opinion, but many different
reasonings behind the opinion. A majority is nice, Mears said, but you hope the
court will speak with one voice regarding what the Constitution has to say about
the issue. It will be helpful for Congress, should they have to make any changes
based on the ruling.
It may take some time to figure out exactly what the court is saying and where it is
going.
[Updated at 9:29 a.m. ET] Despite the fact that we're awaiting a historic decision
at the Supreme Court, the process here at the court is business as usual, Mears
said.
Reporters will wait to receive the box containing the Supreme Court opinions.
Reporters will line up and grab a copy for themselves and start to break it down.
We may be able to tell you right away whether the individual mandate itself was
upheld or not, but there are a lot of questions the justices are looking at here. So
it may take a bit of time before we get a full, clear idea of the court's entire ruling.
We're waiting to see whether they will handle each issue one-by-one or now.
Speaking of that, here's a quick primer on the main questions the court will be
examining:
– Does the law overstep federal authority, particularly with the "individual
mandate" that requires nearly everyone to obtain health insurance or pay a
penalty?
– Must the entire Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act be scrapped if that
key provision is unconstitutional?
– Are the lawsuits brought by the states and other petitioners barred under the
Anti-Injunction Act and must they wait until the law goes into effect?
– Are states being "coerced" by the federal government to expand their share of
Medicaid costs and administration, with the risk of losing that funding if they
refuse?
[Updated at 9:14 a.m. ET] In many ways the frenzy at the courtroom here has a
similar feeling to Bush v. Gore, CNN Supreme Court Producer Bill Mears said.
But it is even more heightened because for that case the court didn't say when
they were going to issue the opinion and it ended up coming down at night.
With health care, we know the ruling is coming down today and you can feel the
drama in the air.
Protesters, demonstrators and onlookers have taking that as an opportunity to
come and view a part of history. There seems to be a greater intensity and
electricity around the court since we know we will get this ruling in about an hour,
Mears said.
[Updated at 9:13 a.m. ET] Things will get going in the court at about 10 a.m.
Here's how things will begin: The marshal of the court, Pamela Talkin will
gavel the court to order, the audience will rise, the justices will enter from a big,
red draped curtain.
The Supreme Court justices stand in front of their seats and the marshal will
recite an introduction: "Oyez! Oyez! Oyez! All persons having business before the
Honorable, the Supreme Court of the United States, are admonished to draw
near and give their attention, for the Court is now sitting. God save the United
States and this Honorable Court."
The gavel will bang and everyone will sit and Chief Justice John Roberts will take
over.
We expect health care will be the third and last opinion to be released, but we
can't be sure of the order.
The Chief Justice will introduce the justice reading the majority decision. That
justice will read part of the opinion from the bench. The dissenting judges also
have the chance to do the same. When all opinions are done, the court will
recess for the summer.
[Updated at 9:00 a.m. ET] We're about an hour from the big ruling and CNN's
Supreme Court Producer Bill Mears notes it is a crazed atmosphere in the press
room at the Supreme Court this morning.
There's about three dozen live cameras outside and a dozen more other
cameras around the building, Mears said. And there are about at least 100
people in line to hear the oral arguments but only 50 to 75 seats available. Not
everybody who wants to witness history will get a chance today.
[Posted at 7:00 a.m. ET] The Supreme Court will rule on Thursday on the
constitutionality of the health care law and could issue as many as four
separate opinions on it.
The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA or ACA) was signed into
law March 23, 2010, passed by a Democratic congressional majority and
championed by President Barack Obama. It has about 2,700 pages and
contains 450 some provisions.
There are four key issues the court is considering when examining
the sweeping health care reform law championed by Obama:
– Does the law overstep federal authority, particularly with the "individual
mandate" that requires nearly everyone to obtain health insurance or pay a
penalty?
– Must the entire Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act be scrapped if that
key provision is unconstitutional?
– Are the lawsuits brought by the states and other petitioners barred under the
Anti-Injunction Act and must they wait until the law goes into effect?
– Are states being "coerced" by the federal government to expand their share of
Medicaid costs and administration, with the risk of losing that funding if they
refuse?
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The high court begins releasing decisions at 10 a.m. ET, and we'll be live
blogging throughout the morning bringing you updates from CNN Supreme
Court Producer Bill Mears and CNN Senior Legal Analyst Jeffrey Toobin, among
others, to break down the rulings and providing analysis and reaction.
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